
Chapter 7 

 Conclusion and Future Work 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

Distributed Firewall Server concept is inherited from the DNS zone concept and all 

the day to day network security measures and configuration can be done centrally 

without any trouble. Centralized monitoring interface will provide remote node 

status, and security alerts in real time, so this will lead to tight security controls, 

and strict policies in an organizational networking infrastructure. According to the 

security specialists, data transmission on unsecured links such as internet is 

extremely dangerous. However, the fast evolving genre of 'script kiddies' are 

largely comprised of lesser skilled individuals acquiring second hand knowledge 

and using them to perform exploits. Therefore end to end encryption and 

cryptographic protocols are needed to prevent such attacks. DFS server has 

integrated fast growing wireless SMS technology to ease the administrator’s day to 

day work by providing querying facility to monitor distributed network status from 

anywhere at anytime. And also the complex firewall rule creation method has 

changed to a user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

7.2 Future Work 

• DFS server user friendly rule generation can be extended to cover all the 

possible iptables switches and parameters. 

DFS servers user-friendly GUI, which can be extended to handle all the 

iptables switches and parameters. The author has implemented most 

commonly used rules and some parameters, in his prototype. In addition 

this user friendly  rule generation  engine, which can be equipped with drag 

and drop icons  (network entities). This placement of entities in a GUI will 

allow the user to virtually design his/her network infrastructure and 



according to the placement of entities, rule generation will create some 

rules in the DFS Server. 

• This concept can be extended to act as a distributed intruder detection 

system. (e.g. Intruder activities can be multicast to its remote nodes 

(members), As such they can take precautions before the attack starts on 

them.) 

Some Intruder Detection Systems (IDS’s) like “snort” supports   “intruder 

like activities”, and those activities can be multicast to remote nodes via a 

secure connection. This will help to activate proactive defense system in 

distributed remote nodes. 

• The author has considered Linux platform for his distributed firewall server 

and mainly considered Linux iptables utility. This can be extended to 

handle windows platform (IPsec Rule creation), also using a common 

distributed firewall framework for: e.g.  DFS server can use a Operating 

System fingerprint program to detect remote node operating system & 

according to the operating system, the rules (IPSec rule or iptables rule) 

can be propagated to the remote node. Distributed firewall framework act as 

a common interface to Windows and Linux platform. (platform independent 

framework) Some kind of a policy creation language should be used to 

define rules. This policy language should be operating system independent. 

     

• WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) or XHTML based interface on a 

mobile phone can be used to access the light weight DFS engine. This 

should support Micro-Browsers, and connections can be established via 

GPRS.           

• Existing DNS protocol can be modified to propagate firewall rules from 

Distributed Firewall Server (DFS) to remote nodes securely. ( DNS 

protocol consists of  many security and encryption features).  


